
EL60 / 120 Digital Spirit Level
High Accuracy Magnetic Digital Spirit Levels
Engineered from reinforced aluminium box section resulting in a heavy duty product which will last a lifetime. Using
the latest technology the EL series levels are precise enough for demanding professionals within the construction
industry. The EL series digital levels also feature a range of functions for everyday levelling tasks. The easy read LED
screen inverts for use overhead & upside down, and is supplemented by two spirit level vials if needed. Also designed
with a precision milled top & base that contribute to an exceptional degree of robustness, two rare earth magnets
inset into the base of the level enabling secure, hands-free attachment to vertical metal surfaces.
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EL Series Features
· Precise digital LCD readout with backlit display
· Memory recall with 9 measurements
· Buzzer at 0º and 90º with mute function
· LCD readout inverts through 360º when level used upside

down
· Hold function
· Plumb site dual view
· Shockproof vials
· Ergo grip non-slip soft-grip handle
· Precision milled top and base
· 2 rare earth magnets inset into the base

Benefits of Digital Levelling

The Imex digital levels combine traditional bubble vials with the latest digital
technology. Accurate to 0.1 degrees, users can find levels and increase
working accuracy like never before. Other useful features such as the audible
buzzer gives a beep at zero, 45 and 90 degrees. This is perfect for trades such
as kitchen fitters, shop fitters etc.  Traditionally spirit levels have had common
place within the construction industry, spirit level accuracy can vary depending
on the vial quality and also the user's visual bubble readings. To ensure
accuracy of our EL series, we offer a 30 year guarantee on the vials to boast
the quality of our manufacturing process.

Digital Spirit Level Applications

The EL series levels possibly have one of the widest range of
applications in our product range. Due to its simple design and
range of functions, the EL series levels can be used practically in
any application where level readings are needed. Most
commonly used for interior trades such as carpentry, electrical,
plumbing, roofing, kitchen fit and many more.  Also commonly
used for exterior trades such as paving, bricklaying steel
erection, concreting and more. Whatever your task, you can
increase accuracy like never before.


